Resources for Teaching About Racism

Educators cannot solve the complex problem of racism alone. They can, however, help combat racism by teaching about the destructive effects of stereotyping, prejudice, and discrimination and by fostering respect for diverse races and cultures. The following resources can help educators address these issues in their classrooms.

Organizations
Council on Interracial Books for Children (CIBC), 1841 Broadway, New York, NY 10023. CIBC is a nonprofit organization that promotes anti-racist children's literature and teaching materials. A catalog of its filmstrips, lesson plans, curriculums, books, and pamphlets is available free of charge.

Martin Luther King, Jr., Federal Holiday Commission, 451 7th St., S.W., Rm. 5128, Washington, DC 20410. The commission's main purpose is to provide information about the celebration of the King federal holiday. Its Education Committee gathers and disseminates materials about the life and accomplishments of King. The commission has developed an outstanding guide, "Learn-A-Bration," that includes materials for teaching about King.

Curricular Materials

Edwards, G.I. (1986). Coping with Discrimination. New York: Rosen. Written for secondary students, this easy-to-understand text provides a solid introduction to past and present cases of discrimination. It explores the causes and results of discrimination and suggests ways that students can work to ameliorate it.

Leone, B., ed. (1986). Racism Opposing Viewpoints. San Diego, Calif.: Greenhaven Press. This anthology, prepared for use in secondary schools, deals with racism in the U.S. The 33 authors (including Stephen J. Gould, Ashley Montagu, and Arthur Jensen) address such issues as IQ and race, the views of extremist groups, and the damaging effects racism has on all of society's members.

Schulke, F., and P. McPhee. (1986). King Remembered. New York: Pocket Books. This fascinating book tells the story of Martin Luther King, Jr., in the words of friends and colleagues such as Julian Bond, Andrew Young, and Jesse Jackson. For students in grades 7-12.


Matiella, A.C. (n.d.). Cultural Pride Curriculum Unit. This core unit of the "Latino Family Life Education Curriculum Series" focuses on Latino history and customs to help Latino youth, grades 5-8, develop cultural pride and self-esteem. Available from ETR Associates, Network Publications, P.O. Box 1830, Santa Cruz, CA 95061-1830.

Council on Interracial Books for Children. (n.d.). "The Secret of Goodasme." In this filmstrip, space creatures discuss stereotypes with a white girl, black boy, and Cherokee boy, convincing the children that stereotypes are untrue, harmful, and used to justify unfair treatment of people. Includes lesson plans. Suitable for elementary students.
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